
AN ANALYSIS OF THE MEIJI RESTORATION AND THE PLAUSIBILITY OF

A NEW JAPANESE EMPEROR

to belong to waking life, but have the plausible inconsequence, the unearthly logic, of at the time are hard to summarize,
harder to analyze, and harder still to i G. B. Sansom, The Western World and Japan (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, ), .
loyalists, who finally did "seize the jewel" that was the Meiji emperor and.

At the end of May, after two weeks in Osaka in a much less formal atmosphere than in Kyoto , the Emperor
returned to his home. Nevertheless, unrest continued throughout Japan. The Meiji regime was just their
consummation, a radical take upon the importance of popular movements and of general society as compared
to political developments from above. Within the Marxist ranks, this was divided. While they initially desired
the death or expulsion of all foreigners, the shishi would later begin to advocate the modernisation of the
country. Houston discusses the historiographical opinion by Japanese intellectuals towards the Meiji
revolution. For neither Marxists nor Whigs, a revolution from above was either impalatable or
incomprehensible - - for both, the broad sweep of history and the inevitability of human progress through the
ages was a mighty wall upon which the agency of single individuals found few breeches. Whigs saw Japanese
history in the term of a long, and incomplete struggle towards progress. This document, which the Emperor
then formally promoted, abolished feudalism and proclaimed a modern democratic government for Japan.
Contact Author The Meiji constitution of is promulgated : liberal, conservative, with a heavy incorporation of
Western thought and the Japanese created ideology of the imperial-familial state, it serves as a good metaphor
for the Meiji restoration. A strange history of a very Japanese revolution, which has left a complex legacy for
Japan - - vital for its strength and success, but one which was always incomplete. Both Marxists and Whigs
saw Japanese history in terms of progressive elements such as the bourgeoisie, village landowners, or both.
The shishi and other rebels continued to shape their vision of the new Japan, and although they revered the
Emperor, they had no thought of having him play an active part in the political process. Tokugawa Yoshinobu
was a reformer who desired to transform Japan into a Western-style state. Representatives of foreign powers
sought to increase their influence in Japan. The army was defeated. This was helped by the cloudy nature of
the exact status of these traditions - - if the spirit of the Japanese people was indeed one of constant striving
towards freedom, as Whig scholars postulated, then despite the flaws of the Meiji restoration, it fit into a long
history of Japan. He repeatedly asked for the Emperor's confirmation of his actions, which he eventually
received, but there is no indication that the young Emperor was himself involved in the decisions. The concept
of Japan as a feudal society, much like Europe, was one which was promulgated by their Koza-ha proponents,
who believed that Japan was not yet a fully capitalist nation : the socialist revolution could come only after it
became one. These are based upon rapid expansion of industrial and commercial sectors at the relative
expense of the agricultural economy, the identification of growth as a national objective, the application of
science and reason to industry, international trade intensification, and a rise in national gdp per capita.
Takekoshi, although also a Whig type historian, did not possess the same degree of complete fixation with this
stages of history model. In mid, a bakufu army set forth to punish rebels in southern Japan. Large numbers of
young samurai , known as shishi or "men of high purpose", began to meet and speak against the shogunate. At
the heart of these arguments were two essential elements - - class and the degree of radical change occasioned
by Meiji. Hoston, Germaine A. Whig history seems quite logical to Americans : the past is a long run of
improvements which leads up to the perfect present. In that month, however, he fell seriously ill.
Consequently, the title of Emperor must be substituted for that of Tycoon , in which the treaties have been
made. He wrote with a political goal in mind - - to claim Japan as being a democratic nation just like the
esteemed Anglo-Saxon peoples. Officers are being appointed by us to the conduct of foreign affairs. Its
interpretations did not happen in a vacuum, but had important political objectives and debates which they
aimed to settle. He arrived in late November and began an extended stay by distributing sake among the
population.


